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ABSTRACT

This paper reports the development of a web-based wind environment simulation and pedestrian wind assessment system using computational fluid dynamics (CFD).  The concept of the research is derived from the project e-Wind, which was proposed by the Wind Engineering Research Center at Tamkang University. e-Wind aims at providing wind engineering computing, data analysis and other application services on the Internet. A recent developed system for online pedestrian wind assessment is reported in this paper.
In order to provide computational fluid dynamics (CFD) services on the Internet, a user-friendly graphical user interface is crucial. Therefore, hiding the complexity of CFD programs and making them accessible to engineers at the preliminary design stage are the objectives of this study. With appropriate IT and networking technologies, Internet browsers can be used to establish CFD analysis models and perform remote CFD software calculations to obtain wind environment data at the pedestrian level around buildings. Lastly, the distribution of wind speeds can be shown on browsers with hazard spots identified.
This approach dramatically reduces the time spent for wind field assessment and allows quick simulation and evaluation of alternatives at the architectural design stage. The system can also be used as a graphic aid for students to learn the phenomenon of wind environment around buildings.
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